
Question: Nidhi Chouhan fulfils all the requirements of being a great educator
and mentor for students of UPSC Civil  Services Examination. Elucidate.

Answer: 
Nidhi Chouhan (nidhisc1998@gmail.com / 8103469381 ) is an ambitious, hardworking  and
goal driven personality who likes to put her best possible efforts in everything she does. She
has a wide knowledge base and experience which is required for tackling the complexity and
consistently changing nature of UPSC.

WHAT MAKES HER A GOOD EDUCATOR AND MENTOR :

X standard : All India topper (10 CGPA ) - Kendriya Vidyalaya Ujjain (M.P.) -  (2013-14)
XII standard : School topper ( PCM) : (86 %) - Kendriya Vidyalaya Ujjain (M.P.) - (2015-16)
Graduation : B.Sc (Maths-Statistics-computer science)- University Topper in Maths group

Currently pursuing M.A. (public administration) from IGNOU- Distance learning.
 (Vikram University)- ( 2016-2019)

EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:

Unacademy - UPSC CSE EDUCATOR  for Indian Polity and Governance -  Oct 2023-current
Planet Spark - Public Speaking and creative writing expert  - Sept 2023-Nov 2023
Private Tutor - For UPSC CSE and spoken English - 2019- current 
Content creation - (insta id -passion_for_nation) - For UPSC CSE aspirants - with around
14K organic and active audience - (Since 2021 till present )

MADHAV SCIENCE COLLEGE ( VIKRAM UNIVERSITY ) - NCC senior under officer (Alpha
grade in C certificate)
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN - SCHOOL CAPTAIN 
Always taken active participation in diverse competitions and team championships as Leader.

WORKING EXPERIENCE :

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE :

ACHIEVEMENTS :

VIKRAM UNIVERSITY : CM PRIZE AWARD : 1st prize under EK BHARAT SHRESHTRA BHARAT
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA : 3 times KVS National player ( Table-Tennis )

SKILLS AND MISC. EXPERIENCE :
Excellent interpersonal, analytical and communication skills
Good command over GS subjects and passionate for teaching
Always willing to learn for enhancing her skills.
Knowledge in technical know how ( MS office tools).

The diversity in academics as well as co-curricular activities represents her character as an
adaptive and curious person who tries to strive towards excellence(as mentioned in our
Fundamental Duties under Constitution). Her 4+ years of experience in UPSC CSE and other
state PSC is cherry on the top for directing aspirants the right approach for cracking the exam
which justifies her competence to be a great educator.


